Austriaco, Nicano Pier Giorgio, O.P.
Biology
Work naustria@providence.edu
Work 4018651823
Work Providence College
Notes emailed ND9 7/17/16
emailed www.pseudoscience123.com 1/2/15
cc email to Fr. Izzo on 7/24/14
sent email on 10/24
Left message on his ans. machine 10/25
emailed back that he needed three weeks to study
sent open letter on 6/26/13
emailed Letter to Schonborn on 8/15/13.
emailed podcast on 8/24/13
emailed letter about Styer on 12/22/13
emailed Buzz and Clarke letter 3/15/14
Dear Fr. Izzo,
A peerreviewed article, that I have attached, has recently been published that refutes the AJP article. I must admit that
the author of this article, Granville Sewell, is not supporting my campaign to get the AJP to retract the article. I can't
understand why. The article should be retracted because it exacerbates the conflict about the teaching of evolution in
schools and undermines the integrity of science. Any layman can understand why the AJP article is absurd.
Both sides in the conflict about the theory of intelligent design are wrong as I explain in my podcast at
http://www.buzzsprout.com/16337/143091theintelligentdesignscam. There is an ugly incident that occurred at the
Smithsonian Institute that was condemned by a congressional report: "Demotion and Harassment of Scientist Skeptical
of Darwinian Evolution" (December 2006). The scientific establishment in the United States is atheistic, but the House
of Representatives is not. I think I can get the AJP to retract the article. This will prove that all the Jesuits and
Dominicans who support the article will be revealed as being more loyal to the scientific establishment than to Jesus.
Very truly yours, David Roemer
Cadwell, Louis H.
Physics
Work lcadwell@providence.edu
Work Fax 4018651438
Work Providence College
Notes emailed ND9 7/17/16
emailed ND7 6/2/16
Emailed Notification on 2/9/16
emailed www.pseudoscience123.com 1/2/15
Sent invite with fax and cc to Fr. Shanley and Fr. Austriaco on 1/23/13
faxed Peters & Manuscript 5/29/13
faxed Clarke 1/13/14
emailed Buzz and Clarke letter 3/15/14
faxed Sassaman2 on 6/13/14
Cardullo, Phyllis
History
Work pcardull@providence.edu
Work Providence College
Notes emailed ND9 12/16/16
emailed ND7 6/4/16
Cuddy, James, O.P.
Chaplain, RCIA
Pastor

Work chaplain@providence.edu
Work RCIA@washingtonsquarecatholic.org
Mobile 4018652216
Work Providence College
Notes emailed ND8 7/18/16
emailed ND8 6/7/16
sent links 3/20/16
sent email 1/23/13
emailed ND8 9/27/16
sent email 1/23
Culpepper, Gary M.
Systematic Theology
Work garyculp@providence.edu
Work Providence College
Notes emailed ND9 7/17/16
emailed www.pseudoscience123.com 1/2/15
Sent email on 12/2. LEFT message on ans. machine on 12/3
Member of Catholic Academy of Theology
sent podcast on 8/24/13emailed Buzz and Clarke letter 3/15/14
Dillon, Dana
Moral Theology
Work ddillon@providence.edu
Work Providence College
Notes emailed Torchia 12/22/16
emailed ND8 10/7/16
Emailed NotreDame5 on 5/18/16
Gondreau, Paul
Theology
Work gondreau@providence.edu
Mobile 4018651833
Work Providence College
Notes emailed Torchia 12/27/16
emailed ND9 7/17/16
emailed www.pseudoscience123.com 1/2/15
sent message via face book.on 12/4. Phone is 1833 and 2274. Left message on his machine.
emailed Sewell and open letter on 6/28/13
sent podcast on 8/24/13
emailed Buzz and Clarke letter 3/15/14
Keating, James
Theology
Work jkeating@providence.edu
Work 4018651349
Work Providence College
Notes emailed ND8 7/17/16
emailed www.pseudoscience123.com 1/2/15
sent email on 12/5/12 Long talk. Did not get. Sent again. Said he would discuss it with Reno.
emailed open letter on 6/26/13
member of the academy of catholic theology
sent podcast on 8/24/13
emailed Buzz and Clarke letter 3/15/14

Keating, Sandra
Theology
Work skeating@providence.edu
Mobile 4018651727
Work Providence College
Notes emailed Torchia 12/30/16
emailed ND9 7/17/16
sent email saying I would tell President.Left message on machine. on 12/10/12
emailed Sewell and open letter 6/28/13
member of Academy of Catholic Theology
sent podcast 8/24/13 got an automated response
sent LinkedIN 3/10/14
emailed Buzz and Clarke letter 3/15/14
La Montagne, Robert G.
Physics
Work rlamont@providence.edu
Work Providence College
Notes emailed Complain 10/30/16 and exchange of emails.
emailed MS2 10/29/16
MonkeySurvey FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE No No, because the Earth is an open system and the law only applies to
closed systems. FALSE FALSE
emailed ND7 6/4/16
Emailed Notification 2/23/16
Emailed Notification on 2/4/16. Extended exhange of emails.
Dear Bob,
I'll be very happy to remove your name and all of your correspondence from http://www.pseudoscience123.com if you
do one thing for me. Fr. Austriaco told me that he did not have time to investigate my allegations against Steven Barr
for telling me I was wrong about the AJP article. I met with Fr. Mulcahy in his office in New York and explained to him
why Fr. Austriaco was lying about this matter. Fr. Mulcahy told me he would ask Fr. Austriaco about my allegations. Do
you know what transpired between the two old friends? Can you find out? If not, why not?
Very truly yours, David,
As I stated in a previous email, I am retired. My interests are now flying and shooting. Physics is no longer something I
participate in.
Bob
emailed NewsTips on 2/2/16
Dear Robert,
This is wonderful news. I also got an email of support from V. V. Raman (vvrsps@rit.edu) who is a professor at
Rochester Institute of Technology and who writes about science and religion. This was my answer to him. I mentioned
Troy because I mistakenly thought Troy was near Rochester.
Dear Dr. Raman,
I have three ideas about what you could do to be of service to all involved:
1) I submitted "An Analogy Between Nazi Germany and the United States" to The Historian on 12/7/15. The Editorial
Assistant is David Beeler and the Editor is Kees Boterbloem (kleiohistorian@gmail.com). You might contact them and
offer your services as an expert in science. The editors of Theology and Science and Perspectives on History did not
deal with my submission in a reasonable manner.
2) The National Science Foundation is responsible for the integrity of science in the United States. (The American
Association for the Advancement of Science actually has this as one of its missions.) I contacted the NSF and was
ignored. The Subcommittee on Research and Technology oversees the NSF. My congressman is Yvette Clarke (DNY,
9th district) and I gave her the documentation that proves the AJP article undermines the integrity of science in the
United States. I have been unable to find out what has happened to this documentation. You could ask your
congressman to ask Yvette Clarke what she did with the incriminating evidence which is at
http://www.pseudoscience123.com/nationalscience/congress.html.
3) The Congressman for Troy, New York, is Paul Tonko. I sent him four faxes of the letter I sent the president of the

American Association for the Advancement of Science (Rush Holt, former congressman from New Jersey)See:
http://www.pseudoscience123.com/resources/paultonko.pdf and http://www.pseudoscience123.com/advancement
science/aaas.html. If you live in Troy, he has a duty to represent your interests with the federal government.
I also submitted a paper to the European Society for the Study of Science and Religion. It was rejected and my email
back to them is at http://www.pseudoscience123.com.
cc email to Fr. Izzo on 7/24/14
Faxed Sassaman2 on 6/13/14
emailed invite with note about Fr Austriaco and Fr. Shanley. 2/21/13
Faxed successfully Curran letter 2/21/13 with a note to give to Fr. Shanley
Emailed and faxed End of Darwin on 3/11/13
3/14/13 got a response and a reference which I bought. I sent him two emails along with my letter to Fordham and my
story about asking to see eight presidents.
faxed Peters and Manuscript on 5/30/13
emailed open letter on 6/26/13
emailed Schonborn letter on 8/15/13
emailed podcast on 8/23/13 in ccs to others
nasty response to Evolution Revolution link 5/26/14
sent 12/22 or 21/13
David,
You are becoming scary. Please do not come to my campus. I keep a 32 revolver in my desk to protect me from people
like you. Please have no doubts about me using it on you.
Please take me off your mailing list and never contact me again.
I hope you have a happy Christmas –
Sincerely, Bob
emailed Buzz and Clarke letter 3/15/14
Rousseau, Constance
History
Work rousseau@providence.edu
Work Providence College
Notes emailed ND9 9/25/16
Shanley, Brian, O.P.
President
Work bshanley@providence.edu
Mobile 4018652153
Work Providence College
Notes emailed Torchia 1/15/17
emailed ND9 7/17/16
emailed www.pseudoscience123.com 1/2/15
sent email on 12/12/12. Secretary said he was very busy, but email is there. on 12/17/12 email criticized members of
the Academy of Catholic Theology
emailed open letter on 6/26/13
emailed letter to Schonborn on 8/15/13
spoke to secretary on 8/19/13. She said to send email to nkelly@providence.edu
emailed podcast on 8/24/13
emailed Buzz and Clarke letter 3/15/14
Sickinger, Raymond
Chair, History
Work rsicking@providence.edu
Work Providence College
Notes emailed ND9 1/16/17
emailed ND7 6/2/16

